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STATE BANK OF INDIA(SBI) 
Any eligible candidate, who aspires to join State Bank of India as a Probationary Officer or Clerk, 
is required to register online for the Recruitment Process. The examination will be held in two 
phases preliminary and main. Candidates who will qualify for preliminary examination and 
shortlisted will have to appear for the Main examination and shortlisted candidates in the main 
examination will subsequently be called for a Group Exercises & Interview. 

SBI PO: 

The State Bank of India (SBI) conducts the SBI bank P.O exam to shortlist eligible Indian citizens 
for the post of Probationary Officers (P.O.), who may be posted across the country. 

Probationary officers will be on probation for two years, during which they will be given intensive 
training. As they near the end of the program they will have to appear for screening. Those who 
are able to attain the subjected standards may be confirmed and posted in a higher grade 
(Officer Middle Management Grade Scale II), while others who have qualified but have failed to 
attain the higher standards will be confirmed as Officer Junior Management Scale Grade I. Those 
who are unable to clear the screening process will have their services terminated. SBI offers 
growth opportunities as well as potential benefits such as posting abroad. The promotion policy 
allows some candidates to reach top management grades. 

 

SBI Clerk: 

This examination is generally held yearly to recruit in the clerical cadre in State Bank of India and 
its associate banks. SBI (State Bank of India) generally recruits young graduates as assistants 
in the clerical cadre. These assistants are offered great growth opportunities as they are eligible 
for promotion after 3 years of service. 

NOTE:The above exam syllabus are more or less same as compare to IBPS pattern please go through 
that thoroughly and they keep on adding or removing some content.  


